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Sample HS ESL 3 Slo Developing Writing the Purpose of this Slo Draft is to Provide the ESL Professional with Options for Creating an Academic Language Based Slo One of the Two Required SloS Must Be Aligned to MSDEs State Mandated Assessment Access for Ells, English 100 Student Learning Outcomes SloS Approved by English Department on 10 13 06 Demonstrate Comprehension of Assigned Texts by Identifying the Main Ideas and Supporting Examples Develop Organized Paragraphs Supported with Evidence from Class Texts and Personal Experience or Observation, Basic English Conversation
practice conversation starters for English students, English to speakers of other languages ESOL exemplars w apt or model results or other appropriate measure as determined by the district can be sample SLO statement from August 2014 to March 2015. 100% of the third-grade students served through the ESOL program in the ABC school system will improve English language skills as measured by ACCESS, ESL 121, ESL 122, ESL 123, ESL 150, ESL 151, ESL 181LS, ESL 181RW, ESL 182LS, ESL 182RW, ESL 183LS, ESL 183RW, ESL 184RW basic skills ESL SLO planning and documentation template student learning outcomes basic skills initiative Ohlone College Fremont and Newark, California, SLO ESL level 3B at the end of this course the student will be able to college ge assessment method see below for rubric assessment schedule assessment results 1. Utilize the reading process to read a simplified academic text and identify main and supporting ideas. 1. Written and oral COMM 2. Problem solving reading exercise fall 2007, Teachers implementation guide to student learning objectives 2017-2018. This document is designed to provide teachers with a step-by-step guide to the development of student learning objectives SLOs, the goal is to provide teachers with a strategy for SLO development monitoring and reflection on outcomes additional, student learning objective SLO bank for ELA grades K-5. Grade 1 potential student learning objective SLO students will demonstrate growth in reading comprehension and or achieve mastery sample IAGDs Sample instructional strategies and supports sample IAGD 3, Georgia Department of Education student learning objectives English to speakers of other languages ESOL exemplars Dr. John D. Barge state school superintendent April 3, 2014, page 3 of 3. Sample SLO statement from August 2014 to March 2015. 100% of the third-grade students served through the ESOL, second-grade ESOL students Ohio literacy grades K-2 Low Incidence Students eBook student learning objectives examples for 2nd grade Mickey Spillane Media Publishing file ID 0250538 Creator Prince objectives SLO checklist and timeline 2017-2018 SLO template and checklist, Program SLO assessment for English as a second language upon completion of the credit ESL program students will have adequate listening speaking reading writing and academic skills to successfully complete transfer level classes planning assessment describe the planned program SLO assessment, CAE proposal paper 2 Part 2 proposal proposals and reports have a similar layout see reports in this same section reports are based on current circumstances or situations whereas proposals are action plans for the future, frequently asked questions student learning objectives updated December 1, 2014, Background Q 1 What is a student learning objective SLO? A: An SLO is a measure of student growth an SLO identifies students goal for growth for the year or semester it must be specific and measurable based upon, student learning objectives handbook results indicate reading level rates as assessed through benchmarks established through Fountas and Pinnell reading levels, sample student learning objectives per SB 216 the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System will change beginning with the 2020-2021 school year districts and schools other than the limited number of districts participating in the voluntary pilot program will continue to use the current OTES system for 2018-2019 and 2019-2020, sample student learning objectives example 1 Kindergarten 2nd grade teacher teacher s Kindergarten 1st grade 2nd grade pre work step 1 approved assessment assessment...
The purpose of this SLO draft is to provide the ESOL professional with options for creating an academic language-based SLO. One of the two required SLOs must be aligned to MDE's state-mandated English language proficiency. The SLOs represent a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures Comprehensive System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. This student learning objective example was developed using a template from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, demonstrating how an elementary teacher can use a book as a tool to document improvement in their students' ability to read and comprehend text. These learning objectives, the prototype for each of the courses listed below, were identified as the building block for the Carnegie Faculty Inquiry Group and Independent Faculty Contributions. A group of faculty members conceived these learning outcomes as the foundation for each of the courses listed below. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education.

For SLO course assessment, please use this rubric to help guide completion of the SLO rubric. This example is using the vendor-approved product of Star. Ensure that each of the checkboxes are filled in for approval. Identifies sources of information about students, e.g., test scores from prior years, results of pre, about educator effectiveness and professional learning. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is a model evaluation system that is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education.

For SLO course assessment, please use this rubric to help guide completion of the SLO rubric. This example is using the vendor-approved product of Star. Ensure that each of the checkboxes are filled in for approval. Identifies sources of information about students, e.g., test scores from prior years, results of pre, about educator effectiveness and professional learning. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is a model evaluation system that is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education. The SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania's Multiple Measures System of Educator Effectiveness, authorized by Act 82 HB 1901. The activities are designed to support student achievement of the content standards. Educator effectiveness and professional learning is aligned to the Connecticut guidelines for educator evaluation core requirements, which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council (PEAC) and informed the implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems. The U.S. Department of Education funded the Center on Great Teachers and Leaders through a cooperative agreement with the American Institutes for Research. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement (S283B120021) from the U.S. Department of Education.
use as a student growth measure within teacher evaluation this guidebook and related slo toolkit resources are available on the scde website ed sc gov slo and are subject to change as new curriculum is developed, esl student learning outcomes course number course outcome citz nat citizenship students will improve their understanding of the listening and writing content of the u s citizenship interview students will improve their understanding of u s history amp government content outlined by u s naturalization dept, esl 283a high beginning listening and speaking student learning outcomes assessment method 1 express ideas fluently accurately and appropriately in spoken american english at a high beginning esl level oral presentation 2 comprehend and respond appropriately to spoken american english at a high beginning esl level listening comprehension test, the following sets of slo assignments and sample rubrics were created for sce esl by danny pittaway esl instructor amp professional expert danny is a member of the cb21 rubric task force slo fill out all paperwork associated with the citizenship application process civics, sample slo third grade expanding reading the purpose of this slo draft is to provide the esol professional with options for creating an academic language based slo one of the two required slo must be aligned to msdes state mandated english language proficiency assessment, slo examples featured in this publication clearly identify specific populations all 30 students 84 seventh grade students and 32 third grade students these examples also have an important indicator of high quality slosthe extent to which they apply to all of a teachers students at, georgia department of education student learning objectives manual dr john d barge state school superintendent may 2012 page 2 of 91 if you have received this document from any source other than the gadoe website it may have been altered from its original version, the student learning objective slo road map for english as a second language and bilingual education teachers explains how new york state will assess the student learning growth of students in esl and bilingual classrooms where there is no state assessment that can be used for a state provided growth or value added measure sometimes called non tested subjects, exceptional number of at least 8 of 10 red or yellow at least 6 of 10 red or surpassed goal or otherwise sample student learning objectives, sample student learning objectives educator student support specialists subject area special education reading grade s 1 2 of students covered by slo 17 of students covered by slo 55 student learning objective all of my students in grades one and two will show growth in reading comprehension oral reading and reading fluency, montgomery county public schools professional growth system student learning objective slo name initial conference date education programs ieps seven english speakers of other languages esol students four african american students five latino them examples of student artwork helped the students to see that there was more than, more slo samples many states especially those that received race to the top funding have adopted teacher evaluation plans that require slo most states refer to them as student learning objectives or student learning outcomes there is some variation in the exact format of the slo by state some are written in broad over, welcome to the school district of philadelphia s student learning objective slo bank the purpose of this resource is to
provide teachers in the district with examples of grade and or subject specific instructional materials to assist in the development and creation of SLO goals, pre-assessments, and post-assessments, sample approved SLO documents. The attached documents have been donated by ELL teachers around the state to be used as possible guides for SLO writing. All have been approved by administrators at least once, which means they should be approved again. A 8th grade science SLO sample draft to be used during SLO peer review and support session for training purposes only. Student Learning Objective form's student learning objective title enter a short name for the SLO that identifies the content or area of focus e.g., Reading Comprehension and Fluency, Biology.

Math Grade 3 Unit 1 ELL scaffold student learning objective SLO language objective language needed SLO 1 ccss 3 OA 1 WIDA ELDS 3 reading speaking writing interpret products of whole numbers as repeated addition or equal groups of objects up to 100. Explain orally and in writing the connection between, last modified 4/27/2017 9:28 AM pursuant to ORC 3301.079 B 3 and 3313.60 it is the responsibility of Ohio's local boards of education to vet and approve curriculum and educational materials for use in the public schools within their district. This sample SLO from the New York State Department of Education is focused on integrated algebra. This sample also includes a roster used to identify individual students included in the SLO and captures other relevant data such as baseline performance targets and summative performance. SLO field samples from Pilot 2011-2012 SLO field samples from Year 1 implementation 2012-2013 SLO field samples from Year 2 implementation 2013-14 SLO field samples from Pilot 2011-2012 SLO field samples from Year 1 implementation 2012-2013 SLO field samples from Year 2 implementation 2013-14.

Student Learning Objective Roadmap for English as a Second Language and Bilingual Education Teachers New York State Student Learning Objective Template, Adult ESL Resources v5. Adult ESL resources a variety of resources are available to teachers and programs working with adult English language learners in print, multimedia, and online formats. Resources are also available for learners themselves although the following list is not exhaustive. It highlights some of the.

**SAMPLE HS MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS ESOL 3 SLO**
April 13th, 2019 - SAMPLE HS ESOL 3 SLO Developing Writing The purpose of this SLO draft is to provide the ESOL Professional with options for creating an academic language based SLO. One of the two required SLOs must be aligned to MSDE’s state mandated assessment ACCESS for ELLs.

**English Student Learning Outcomes SLOs Santa Barbara**
April 15th, 2019 - English 100 Student Learning Outcomes SLOs approved by English Department on 10/13/06. Demonstrate comprehension of assigned texts by identifying the main ideas and supporting examples. Develop organized paragraphs supported with evidence from class texts and personal experience or observation.
Slow and Easy English Conversation Practice for ESL Students
April 11th, 2019 - Basic English Conversation Practice Conversation Starters for English Students

English to Speakers of Other Languages ESOL Exemplars
April 21st, 2019 - English to Speakers of Other Languages ESOL Exemplars W APT or MODEL results or other appropriate measure as determined by the district can be Sample SLO statement From August 2014 March 2015 100 of the third grade students served through the ESOL program in ABC School System will improve English language skills as measured by ACCESS

Basic Skills ESL SLO Planning and Documentation Template
April 16th, 2019 - esl 121 esl 122 esl 123 esl 150 esl 151 esl 181ls esl 181rw esl 182ls esl 182rw esl 183ls esl 183rw esl 184rw Basic Skills ESL SLO Planning and Documentation Template Student Learning Outcomes Basic Skills Initiative Ohlone College Fremont and Newark California

SLO ESL Level 1 Assessment Schedule Assessment
April 16th, 2019 - SLO ESL Level 3B At the end of this course the student will be able to College GE Assessment Method See below for rubric Assessment Schedule Assessment Results 1 Utilize the reading process to read a simplified academic text and identify main and supporting ideas 1 Written and Oral Comm 2 Problem solving Reading exercise Fall 2007

Teachers’ Implementation Guide to Student Learning SLO
April 18th, 2019 - Teachers’ Implementation Guide to Student Learning Objectives 2017 2018 This document is designed to provide teachers with a step by step guide to the development of Student Learning Objectives SLOs The goal is to provide teachers with a strategy for SLO development monitoring and reflection on outcomes Additional

Student Learning Objective SLO Bank for ELA Grades K ? 5
April 21st, 2019 - Student Learning Objective SLO Bank for ELA Grades K ? 5 Grade 1 Potential Student Learning Objective SLO Students will demonstrate growth in reading comprehension and or achieve mastery Sample IAGDs Sample Instructional Strategiesand Supports Sample IAGD 3

Georgia Department of Education Student Learning
April 20th, 2019 - Georgia Department of Education Student Learning Objectives English to Speakers of Other Languages ESOL Exemplars Dr John D Barge State School Superintendent April 3 2014 Page 3 of 3 Sample SLO statement From August 2014 – March 2015 100 of the third grade students served through the ESOL
Student Learning Objectives Examples For 2nd Grade PDF
April 23rd, 2019 - second grade esol students ohio literacy grades k 2 low incidence students eBook student learning objectives examples for 2nd grade Mickey Spillane Media Publishing File ID 0250538 Creator Prince objectives slo checklist and timeline 2017 2018 slo template and checklist

Program SLO Assessment for English as a Second Language
April 12th, 2019 - Program SLO Assessment for English as a Second Language Upon completion of the credit ESL program students will have adequate listening speaking reading writing and academic skills to successfully complete transfer level classes PLANNING Assessment Describe the Planned Program SLO Assessment

CAE proposal LEARNING ENGLISH rubenvalero com
April 20th, 2019 - CAE proposal Paper 2 Part 2 Proposal PROPOSALS and reports have a similar layout see reports in this same section Reports are based on current circumstances or situations whereas proposals are action plans for the future

Frequently Asked Questions Student Learning Objectives
April 5th, 2019 - Frequently Asked Questions Student Learning Objectives UPDATED December 1 2014 Background Q 1 What is a Student Learning Objective “SLO” A An SLO is a measure of student growth An SLO identifies students' goal for growth for the year or semester It must be specific and measurable based upon

Fountas And Pinnell Levels For A Slo pdfsdocuments2 com
April 10th, 2019 - Student Learning Objectives Handbook Results indicate reading level rates as assessed through benchmarks established through Fountas and Pinnell Reading Levels

Sample Student Learning Objectives Ohio Department of
April 16th, 2019 - Sample Student Learning Objectives Per SB 216 the Ohio Teacher Evaluation System will change beginning with the 2020 2021 school year Districts and schools other than the limited number of districts participating in the voluntary pilot program will continue to use the current OTES system for 2018 2019 and 2019 2020

Sample Student Learning Objectives
April 17th, 2019 - Sample Student Learning Objectives Example 1 Kindergarten – 2nd Grade Teacher Teacher's Kindergarten 1st Grade 2nd Grade Pre Work Step 1 Approved Assessment Assessment mCLASS Approved Mastery Score Score Pre Work Step 2 Level of Student
SAMPLE SLO Maryland State Department of Education
April 14th, 2019 - SAMPLE SLO Third Grade Expanding Reading The purpose of this SLO draft is to provide the ESOL Professional with options for creating an academic language based SLO One of the two required SLOs must be aligned to MSDE’s state mandated English language proficiency

Program SLOs English as a Second Language CRC Website
April 5th, 2019 - 17 Program Student Learning Outcome P?SLO ESL Reading Self Reliant Learners Make progress toward becoming self reliant and independent learners 18 Program Student Learning Outcome P?SLO ESL Listening Speaking Diversity and Pluralism Enhance ability to contribute to a diverse democratic society with a pluralistic perspective of the

Student Learning Objectives For Teachers SAS
April 17th, 2019 - Student Learning Objectives SLO is a process to document a measure of educator effectiveness based on student achievement of content standards SLOs are a part of Pennsylvania’s multiple measure comprehensive system of Educator Effectiveness authorized by Act 82 HB 1901

Student Learning Objective Example
April 20th, 2019 - Student Learning Objective Example This Student Learning Objective SLO was developed using a template from the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction It demonstrates how an elementary teacher can use Into the Book as a tool to document improvement in their students ability to read and comprehend text

Student Learning Objectives SLO Overview for Special
April 15th, 2019 - Student Learning Objectives SLO Overview for Special Education Theresa Gray Coordinator Integrated Education Services IES Erie 2 Chautauqua Cattaraugus BOCES tgray e2ccb org EngageE2CCB weebly.com

Cerritos College English SLO Information
April 4th, 2019 - English SLO Information Drawing upon the work of the English Department SLO committee the Carnegie Faculty Inquiry Group and independent faculty contributions a group of department faculty conceived these learning outcomes as the prototype for each of the courses listed below

Student Learning Objective SLO Example Rubric
April 20th, 2019 - Student Learning Objective SLO Example Rubric Please use this rubric to help guide completion of the SLO rubric This example is using the Vendor Approved product of STAR Ensure that each of the
checkboxes are filled in for approval Identifies sources of information about students e.g. test scores from prior years results of pre

**CREC Educator Effectiveness and Professional Learning**  
April 13th, 2019 - About Educator Effectiveness and Professional Learning Educator Effectiveness and Professional Learning is a model evaluation system that is aligned to the Connecticut Guidelines for Educator Evaluation Core Requirements which were adopted by the Performance Evaluation Advisory Council PEAC and inform implementation of model teacher and administrator evaluation and support systems being

**ELL Center on Great Teachers and Leaders**  
April 8th, 2019 - The Center on Great Teachers and Leaders is based at American Institutes for Research and funded through a cooperative agreement by the Office of Elementary and Secondary Education at the U.S. Department of Education. The contents of this website were developed under a cooperative agreement S283B120021 from the U.S. Department of Education.

**Pupil Services and ENL SLOs for ESL Teachers**  

**SLO Course Assessment ESL Fa12 sac edu**  
April 10th, 2019 - SLO Course Assessment Form Page 5 of 16 Course ESL N49 Date Institutional SLO Course SLO Method of Assessment Outcomes 10 29 12 Thinking and Reasoning Critical Thinking Students will demonstrate logical thinking regarding one proposition on the November 2012 ballot. They will explain their position whether for or against.

**Student Learning Objectives SLO Guidebook spart5 net**  
April 19th, 2019 - needs for teacher training resources related to developing high quality Student Learning Objectives for use as a student growth measure within teacher evaluation. This guidebook and related SLO Toolkit resources are available on the SCDE website ed.sc.gov.slo and are subject to change as new curriculum is developed.

**Student Learning Outcome ESL**  
April 18th, 2019 - ESL Student Learning Outcomes Course Number Course Outcome CITZ NAT Citizenship Students will improve their understanding of the listening and writing content of the U.S. Citizenship interview.
Students will improve their understanding of U.S. history and government content outlined by U.S. Naturalization Dept.

**Student Learning Outcomes Course ESL ESL**

**ESL Citizenship Learning Center Technology IEP Rubric**
February 18th, 2019 - The Following Sets of SLOs assignments and sample rubrics were created for SCE ESL by Danny Pittaway, ESL Instructor and Professional Expert. Danny is a member of the CB21 Rubric Task Force. SLO Fill out all paperwork associated with the citizenship application process CIVICS.

**Download Elementary Art Slo Samples PDF hotphasedarray.eu**
April 24th, 2019 - Sample Slo Third grade expanding reading. The purpose of this Slo draft is to provide the ESOL professional with options for creating an academic language based Slo. One of the two required Slo must be aligned to MSDE’s state mandated English language proficiency assessment.

**Targeting Growth Using Student Learning Objectives as a**
April 21st, 2019 - SLO examples featured in this publication clearly identify specific populations “all 30 students,” “84 seventh grade students,” and “32 third grade students.” These examples also have an important indicator of high quality SLOs—the extent to which they apply to all of a teacher’s students.

**Student Learning Objectives Operations Manual**
April 19th, 2019 - Georgia Department of Education Student Learning Objectives Manual. Dr. John D. Barge, State School Superintendent, May 2012. Page 2 of 91. If you have received this document from any source other than the GaDOE website, it may have been altered from its original version.

**Student Learning Objective Road Map for English as a**
April 18th, 2019 - The Student Learning Objective SLO Road Map for English as a Second Language and Bilingual Education Teachers explains how New York State will assess the student learning growth of students in ESL and Bilingual classrooms where there is no State assessment that can be used for a State provided growth or value added measure, sometimes called “non tested subjects.”

**Sample Student Learning Objectives Indiana**
April 18th, 2019 - Exceptional number of At least 8 of 10 red or yellow At least 6 of 10 red or Surpassed goal or otherwise Sample Student Learning Objectives

**Sample Student Learning Objectives**

*Educator Student*

April 19th, 2019 - Sample Student Learning Objectives Educator Student Support Specialists Subject Area Special Education Reading Grade s 1 2 of students covered by SLO 17 of students covered by SLO 55 Student Learning Objective All of my students in grades one and two will show growth in reading comprehension oral reading and reading fluency

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS Professional Growth

April 17th, 2019 - MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS Professional Growth System Student Learning Objective SLO Name Initial Conference Date Education Programs IEPs seven English Speakers of Other Languages ESOL students four African American students five Latino them examples of student artwork helped the students to see that there was more than

More SLO samples ctreg14.org

April 20th, 2019 - More SLO samples Many states especially those that received Race to the Top funding have adopted teacher evaluation plans that require SLOs Most states refer to them as “Student Learning Objectives” or “Student Learning Outcomes” There is some variation in the exact format of the SLOs by state Some are written in broad over

SLO Bank Google Sites

February 27th, 2019 - Welcome to the School District of Philadelphia s Student Learning Objective SLO Bank The purpose of this resource is to provide teachers in the District with examples of grade and or subject specific instructional materials to assist in the development and creation of SLO goals pre assessments and post assessments

RITEELL Sample SLOs

April 21st, 2019 - Sample Approved SLO Documents The attached documents have been donated by ELL teachers around the state to be used as possible guides for SLO writing All have been approved by administrators at least once which means they should be approved again

8th Grade Science SLO Sample Draft to be used during SLO

April 20th, 2019 - 1 8th Grade Science SLO Sample Draft to be used during SLO Peer Review and Support Session for training purposes only Student Learning Objective Form Student Learning Objective Title Enter a short name for the SLO that identifies the content or area of focus e g Reading Comprehension amp Fluency Biology
Math – Grade 3 Unit 1 – ELL Scaffold New Jersey
April 18th, 2019 - Math – Grade 3 Unit 1 – ELL Scaffold Student Learning Objective SLO Language Objective Language Needed SLO 1 CCSS 3 OA 1 WIDA ELDS 3 Reading Speaking Writing Interpret products of whole numbers as repeated addition or equal groups of objects up to 100 Explain orally and in writing the connection between

Student Learning Objectives SLO Guidance for World
April 21st, 2019 - Last Modified 4 27 2017 9 28 06 AM Pursuant to ORC 3301 079 B 3 and 3313 60 it is the responsibility of Ohio’s local boards of education to vet and approve curriculum and educational materials for use in the public schools within their district

Search Results Center on Great Teachers and Leaders
April 16th, 2019 - This sample SLO from the New York State Department of Education is focused on integrated algebra This sample also includes a roster used to identify individual students included in the SLO and captures other relevant data such as baseline performance targets and summative performance

Student Learning Objectives EngageNY
April 18th, 2019 - SLO Field Samples from Pilot 2011 2012 SLO Field Samples from Year 1 Implementation 2012 2013 SLO Field Samples from Year 2 Implementation 2013 14 Student Learning Objective Road Map for English as a Second Language and Bilingual Education Teachers New York State Student Learning Objective Template

Adult ESL Resources Center for Applied Linguistics
April 18th, 2019 - Adult ESL Resources V–5 Adult ESL Resources A variety of resources are available to teachers and programs working with adult English language learners in print multimedia and online formats Resources are also available for learners themselves Although the following list is not exhaustive it highlights some of the
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